A Year of

Plenty

2019

An opportunity for enthusiastic people to journey in
community on rural properties in the Bendigo area.
Explore connections between faith and land:
- Journey on land within a Christian community - Practice shared spiritual disciplines - Commit to common work - Grow vegetables and care for animals - Continue with your work / study life For further enquiries, please contact

Ali Turnbull - 0407 502 467 I Brian Hosking - 0400 418 936
1981turnbull@gmail.com | brian.j.hosking@gmail.com

A Year of Plenty
Rural Christian Homestead Living in 2019

The Turnbull and Hosking households together present this unique opportunity for the
first time in 2019. While continuing with your work or study life, foster your Christian
journey by sharing family and community life on one of two properties close to
Bendigo, Victoria. Each household will accommodate one resident or couple, who for
the calendar year will join in with life on the property as well as life in the broader
Christian community in Bendigo. The structure of the year is designed to allow for the
exploration of connections between faith and the land. Common rhythms of life and
work across the properties will include:
●
●
●
●
●

Basic sharing of family, work and community life
Practicing spiritual disciplines such as sharing meals and prayer
Committing to common work on the land
Growing vegetables and caring for animals
Studying the Bible in the context of community

The Hosking and Turnbull Households
Brian and Bron Hosking live at Sugarloaf Ridge Farm, which is is located within a boxironbark forest in Axedale, 20 km east of Bendigo. Here they live with two of their
children, Oliver and Lucy. The 18 acre property has been under the stewardship of
Brian for nearly 20 years in which time he met his wife Bron. The Hoskings have lived
on the property for the last 7 years after building their home in 2011. Sugarloaf Ridge
Farm is designed using permaculture principles with a serious commitment to selfreliance, particularly when it comes to growing food and conserving/generating their
own energy. Their farming practices take a regenerative and healing approach whilst
working with creation. Their aim is to improve the quality of the soil and enjoy the
abundance that God provides along the way. While working as a Kitchen Garden
Specialist and real estate agent, Brian and Bron have an aspiration to share their
passion for the care of God’s creation with others to form an intentional household in
2019 supported by the Cornerstone community in Quarry Hill.
Brian and Bron have been an important part of Cornerstone Community in Bendigo for
the past six years. They have demonstrated a real desire to grow and learn as
followers of Jesus and have consistently contributed in a range of practical ways to
our life together such as shaping and leading efforts in our community garden,
coordinating our church gatherings and contributing to young people through a
woodwork group. They have a real integrity in the way they have chosen to live in
caring for God’s world and loving others. I am excited to see them stepping out to
facilitate this internship and am sure it will be a valuable holistic experience in seeking
God’s Kingdom for anyone who chooses to join them.
Lucas Frost - Cornerstone Community Bendigo

Ali and Di Turnbull own an 18 acre property in Mandurang South where they live with
their three children Reuben, Pearl and Hugh. Amongst paid work in midwifery and
engineering, Di manages a productive vegetable patch and Ali a breeding pair of pigs.
After leaving the Seeds community in Long Gully in 2012 to move onto a small holding,
the Turnbull’s lived in their shed while they owner built their mud brick house. After
settling in the house in late 2017 they are excited by the possibility of sharing the
journey with others. The Seeds community and the community at St Matthew’s Church
in Long Gully continue to be a spiritual home for the Turnbull’s and these people are
offering their support for the Year of Plenty program in 2019:
During Ali and Di’s long association with Seeds Bendigo, they consistently live out their
passion for practical alternative living in their desire to care for God’s creation. The
internship at [their property] is a natural evolution of their deeply thoughtful approach
to a spirituality anchored in the earth and Christian community. We support and
recommend this endeavour for anyone seeking to learn, live and grow their faith
practically and within a community context.
Anthea Taylor - Seeds Bendigo Convenor

In 2019, the Year of Plenty is lucky enough to have bible studies being facilitated by Jon
and Kim from Manna Gum Ministries:
A Year of Plenty is a great opportunity for people wanting to explore living on the land and
caring for the land as a Christian vocation, with two families who are already doing it. Ali and
Di are great examples of low impact living and Brian and Bron are expert at high productivity
organic food growing. Both families are enmeshed in Christian communities in Bendigo
doing inspiring work (Seeds/St Matthews Church and Cornerstone/Old Church on the Hill)
and will receive some support in Bible study and theological reflection from Manna Gum.
Learn practical skills, think theologically and experience the joys and challenges of day to
day life on the land.
Jonathan Cornford - Manna Gum

Elements of The Year of Plenty
The year of Plenty partnership between the Hosking and Turnbull families was
developed in 2018 as both couples discussed the journey on the land and where their
needs for Christian community and deepening involvement with land based economy
might take them. As much as there is some knowledge, experience and agricultural
space to be passed on by way of the residential opportunity, there is a genuine desire
for new friendships and an open perspective to the voice of God in others.
At the start of the time together the families and participants come to negotiated
agreements about each individual’s commitments and hopes for the year. You will be
asked to engage with a baseline of activities such as:
❏

Part time activities outside the property: For example this could involve
university study or paid work. Whether this is something already in place before
the Internship application, or something organised deliberately alongside.

❏

Meet with a mentor: A commitment will be made to meet with a mentor from
the Seeds or Cornerstone Community who will aim to be a friend and spiritual
sounding board through the year.

❏

Bible study: A regular Bible study meeting with other Residents and members of
the wider community. Manna Gum will lead and coordinate quarterly bible
studies on the farms.

❏

Gathering: Connecting and sharing with our Christian brothers and sisters
involved with St Matthew’s Church or the Cornerstone Community in Quarry
Hill.

❏

Weekly meal and prayer: The basis of Christian sharing on the property.

❏

Small scale farming: Specific goals for farming activities will be formed
seasonally with opportunity to work across both farms.

❏

Contribution to household activities: Such as collecting wood etc.

Minimal contributions to rent will be negotiated at the start of the year within each
household.
For further information or for a friendly chat please feel free to contact us. We are
aiming to commence the year in February and ask for all enquiries to be made by the
end of 2018.

Contact the Year of Plenty Folk:
Ali Turnbull | P: 0407 502 467 | E: 1981turnbull@gmail.com
Brian Hosking | P: 0400 418 936 | E: brian.j.hosking@gmail.com

